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Can propositional biases modulate syntactic repair processes? Insights from
preceding comprehension questions
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ABSTRACT
There is an ongoing debate about whether discourse biases can constrain sentence
processing. Previous work has shown comprehension question accuracy to decrease
for temporarily ambiguous sentences preceded by a context biasing towards an initial
misinterpretation, suggesting a role of context for modulating comprehension.
However, this creates limited modulation of reading times at the disambiguating word,
suggesting initial syntactic processing may be unaffected by context [Christianson &
Luke, 2011. Context strengthens initial misinterpretations of text. Scientific Studies of
Reading, 15(2), 136–166]. The current experiments examine whether propositional and
structural content from preceding comprehension questions can cue readers to expect
certain structures in temporarily ambiguous garden-path sentences. The central finding
is that syntactic repair processes remain unaffected while reading times in other
regions are modulated by preceding questions. This suggests that reading strategies
can be superficially influenced by preceding comprehension questions without
impacting the fidelity of ultimate (mis)representations.
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Introduction

Reading can be surprisingly hard, even for skilled
readers, and there is variability in how individuals
parse hard sentences and in how they recover
from errors while reading. One factor known to facili-
tate processing of difficult sentences is context. For
example, Grodner et al. (2005) demonstrated in a
self-paced reading experiment that embedding sen-
tences within supportive discourses facilitates their
processing. As proposed by Altman and Steedman
(1988), this suggests that readers use context to
favour a representation that incurs the least proces-
sing cost among competitors while reading. In other
words, contexts that are biased towards supporting
a specific structure within a discourse may facilitate
processing.

Temporary ambiguities like in (1c) below are
structures that could plausibly benefit from
context. These temporary ambiguities lead readers
down the “garden path” by biasing the formation
of a temporarily valid syntactic structure that is
later rendered untenable by the global syntax of

the sentence, typically evidenced by longer
reading times at the disambiguating word/region
(Bever, 1970; Frazier & Fodor, 1978). Earlier studies
have shown that readers maintain initial misinter-
pretations after reading a garden path sentence, as
evidenced by higher error rates to questions such
as (1d) below compared with questions asking
about other parts of the sentence (Christianson
et al., 2001, 2006; Qian et al., 2018).

(1a) There was a public outcry against the author of a
racy new novel. (S-Bias).

(1b) There was a public outcry against the editor of a
racy new novel. (NP-Bias).

(1c) The publisher called up the editor and the
author refused to change the book’s ending.

(1d) Did the publisher phone the editor and the
author?

To investigate whether contextmodulates the pro-
cessing difficulty of garden-path structures and
deters initial misinterpretations, Christianson and
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Luke(2011) conductedthreeself-pacedreadingexper-
imentsmanipulating the propositional content of pre-
cedingcontexts tobiaseitherasentential complement
interpretation (dispreferred, 1a) or a conjoined NP
interpretation (preferred, 1b) of temporarily ambigu-
ous sentences such as (1c). Contexts like (1b) increased
error rates to comprehension questions (1d) without
impacting reading times at the disambiguating
region of the sentence. The authors propose that this
implies syntactic reanalysis always occurs in the same
way, regardless of any biasing context, and that
readers are prone to follow a non-syntactic strategy
while reading, preferring instead a “Good-Enough”
(incorrect) initial interpretation of a sentence because
of a match between the semantic content in the
context and the initial parse of the ambiguous item.

Although biases from propositional content have
not been shown to facilitate online repair, we
suggest thatamoredirectcuetothedesired interpret-
ation of the sentence might be able to do so. Such a
cue might bias processing by facilitating syntactic
and/or semantic selection processes between the
two competing parses (similar to Grodner et al.,
2005). In the current experiments, we tested this
hypothesis by simply providing the comprehension
question to be answered before the sentence was
read. The question was: does reversing the order of
the materials provide a strong enough bias to
influence processing? Presenting a comprehension
question that matches the infelicitous interpretation
of the sentence lexically, syntactically, and semanti-
cally may cue the reader as to what to look out for
while reading. In other words, we suggest presenting
comprehension questions before temporarily ambig-
uous sentences could directly cue readers to antici-
pate a particular structure depending on the
wording of the question. We investigated two
research questions to assess this hypothesis: (1) Can
semantic or syntactic context in the form of transi-
tive-biased preceding questions cause a slowdown
in reading times at the disambiguating region of
intransitive garden-path sentences and (2) Do these
transitive-biased questions lead to higher error rates
when presented before the sentences?

Experiment 1

The first experiment used transitive-biased ques-
tions about garden-path structures such as in (2a–
2d) below. If preceding transitive questions bias
readers to expect a transitive structure to a higher
degree, we should see evidence of

increased difficulty at the spillover word (Mitchell,
1984) for the preceding question conditions. That
is: we predicted that preceding questions that
biased the (garden path) transitive parse of the sen-
tence, regardless of surface form, should lead to
slower reading times at the spillover word due to
an increased syntactic bias and lower accuracy for
these questions.

We also asked whether the content overlap
between the target sentence and the preceding
comprehension question would facilitate reading
times prior to the disambiguating region. If
observed, this could be for several reasons: a
speedup in reading time might be due to lexical
priming (see Tooley & Traxler, 2010 for a review),
syntactic facilitation (as observed in Grodner et al.,
2005), or overlapping argument structure (as in
Christianson & Luke, 2011). In order to dissociate
facilitation due to surface form from facilitation
due to argument structure, we manipulated
whether the question was presented in the same
voice as the sentence (active vs passive). By compar-
ing reading times in early regions of sentences that
were preceded by active versus passive questions,
we can demonstrate whether priming surface form
or argument structure improves processing in the
form of faster reading times: if facilitation appears
only for active questions, then surface form biases
processing, whereas if facilitation appears for both
types of preceding questions, argument structure
biases processing. Moreover, by comparing
reading times at the spillover word, we can assess
whether syntactic repair is modulated by structural
biases (a slowdown for preceding active relative to
passive questions) or propositional biases only (a
slowdown for both types of preceding questions).

Methods

Participants
Data were collected from 48 participants recruited
on Amazon Mechanical Turk. Qualifications for par-
ticipation included being a native speaker of
English and a United States location.

Materials and design
Critical stimuli were 48 garden-path sentences with
Reflexive Absolute Transitive (RAT) verbs (Trask,
1993) like “dressed” and “washed” adapted from
Christianson et al. (2001). We manipulated presen-
tation order and the voice of the question to
create four versions of each item (as in 2a–2d
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below; pre-critical, critical, and spillover words in
bold). A 2 × 2 Latin-Square design was used to
assign item versions to lists, with an equal number
of items in each condition and only one item
version presented per list. In addition to the critical
items, 64 filler items were constructed with a
variety of different structures (e.g. cleft structures);
these were also followed or preceded by compre-
hension questions in both active and passive forms
and contained both transitive and intransitive
verbs (see Supplementary Materials for full stimuli).
In total, all participants therefore read 112 sen-
tence-question pairs. Items were presented in 6
blocks and randomised with filler items within
each block.

(2a) While Anna dressed the baby played in the
crib. (Did Anna dress the baby?)

(2b) While Anna dressed the baby played in the
crib. (Was the baby dressed by Anna?)

(2c) (Did Anna dress the baby?) While Anna dressed
the baby played in the crib.

(2d) (Was the baby dressed by Anna?) While Anna
dressed the baby played in the crib.

Items were presented using the experimental
platform Ibex Farm (Drummond et al., 2016). On
each trial, participants first saw a fixation cross.
They then read items in one of two orders: a ques-
tion followed by a sentence, or a sentence followed
by a question. This was followed by a screen with a
single question mark on it, which prompted the par-
ticipants to answer the question by pressing the F
key for “yes” or the J key for “no.” All sentences
were presented as a series of blanks through
which the participant could read at their own pace
in a word-by-word non-cumulative fashion by press-
ing the spacebar. Participants were first given a set
of 6 practice items containing variations in sen-
tence-question order and active–passive voice, fol-
lowed by the 112 experimental trials. After
completing the experiment, participants filled out
an online questionnaire verifying that they met the
qualifications for participation.

Results

Data cleaning
Participants were omitted from analysis if they had
less than 80% accuracy for questions to filler items,
leading to the exclusion of two participants. Ques-
tion responses were excluded from all analyses if

response times were greater than 11,500 msec,
resulting in the omission of eight data points (less
than 1%). No question responses were excluded
for being fast since the question itself always
appeared on a different screen from the answering
screen, meaning participants could have been
ready to immediately respond. Reading times were
excluded if slower than 2000 msec or faster than
100 msec, eliminating less than 1% of data points
from analysis.

Reading time analyses
Mean reading times per condition at the pre-critical,
critical, and spillover words can be found in the Sup-
plementary Materials. Separate linear mixed effects
models containing fixed effects of question order,
question voice, word length, and the interaction
between question order and question voice were
fit for log-transformed reading times at the pre-criti-
cal word, critical (disambiguating) word, and the
spillover word. Models were first fit with random
slopes and intercepts for participant and item. If
the model failed to converge, random slopes were
eliminated according to the lowest variance contrib-
uted. An additional model was run on log-trans-
formed full sentence reading times with the same
fixed and random effects structure, except that
word length was replaced by sentence length. Ques-
tion order and voice were sum coded for all mixed
effects models (Preceding =−.5, Following =−.5;
Active =−.5, Passive = .5). Table 1 shows the results
from the three models run using the lme4 package
(Bates et al., 2015) in R version 3.5.1 (R Core Team,
2013).

Analyses revealed a main effect of question order
at the pre-critical word with preceding questions eli-
citing faster reading times. Significant effects of
question voice and question order were also found
at the critical word, indicating significantly faster
reading times in conditions with active compared
with passive questions and with preceding ques-
tions compared with questions following sentences;
however, these factors did not interact. No main
effects or interactions were found at the spillover
word region. Full sentence reading times revealed
a main effect of question order with faster reading
times after preceding questions, but no significant
effect of voice or interaction was found. Figure 1
shows mean reading times per word relative to the
critical word across conditions.
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Question accuracy analyses
Means and SDs can be found in the supplemental
materials. A logistic mixed effects model with ques-
tion order, question voice, and their interaction as
fixed effects and the maximal random effect structure
that converged was fit to the accuracy data with con-
trasts coded as in the reading time analyses. The
model showed no significant main effect of question
order or question voice, nor a significant interaction.

Because all the target items in this experiment
were temporarily ambiguous, an additional model
was fit to all the data (garden path items plus
fillers) with item type as a fixed effect to ensure
that a classic garden-path accuracy effect occurred
(i.e. lower accuracy for garden-path vs filler sen-
tences). There was indeed a significant effect of
item type indicating that the error rate for compre-
hension questions in filler trials was significantly
better than for questions in the garden-path items.
Results from both models can be found in Table 2.

Discussion

While analyses of question accuracy replicated the
classic lingering misinterpretation effect, with higher
error rates for questions in garden-path compared to
filler trials (Christianson et al., 2001; Qian et al., 2018),
we observed no effects of question order or question
voice on accuracy. In this experiment, the same pat-
terns of final interpretations were obtained for each
condition: it did not matter whether the question pre-
ceded or followed the sentence, or whether it syntac-
tically matched or mismatched the sentence.

Reading time analyses revealed a main effect of
question order at the critical word, which might
appear to suggest that syntactic repair is modulated

by context. However, this effect is the opposite
direction of what we had predicted: reading times
were faster for preceding comprehension questions
regardless of surface syntax. If semantic content
from (garden path) transitive-biased comprehension
questions facilitated the transitive misparse of the
garden-path sentence, the data should have
instead shown slower reading times at the disambig-
uating word. Additionally, while ambiguity effects
are often found at the spillover word, we observed
no effects of voice or question order in that region.
Therefore, it is unlikely that the faster reading
times arose due to a shift in expectations from the
transitive bias of the preceding question.

One possible explanation for the present data is
that preceding comprehension questions induced a
task-specific strategy in participants, causing them
to read the entire sentence faster, which is mirrored
by a significant effect of question order in full sen-
tence reading times. A second possible explanation
is that lexical priming caused by the overlapping
content between question and sentence led to this
speedup rather than a global reading strategy. Both
are compelling explanations for the present data.

Since all of the target trials in Experiment 1 used
transitive-biased comprehension questions, Exper-
iment 1’s design does not allow an explicit test of
how comprehension changes depending on the
preceding question bias. We address this in Exper-
iment 2, where we vary question bias. This also
serves to investigate the source of the early facili-
tation effects observed in Experiment 1.

Experiment 2

In Experiment 2, we sought to replicate the question
order effect in Experiment 1 and to test whether

Table 1. Exp. 1 RT models.
Beta SE df t value p value

Pre-Critical Word
Voice 0.017 0.013 54.422 1.312 0.195
Presentation 0.069 0.017 54.787 4.076 <.001
Voice*Presentation −0.015 0.025 360.462 −0.609 0.543

Critical Word
Voice 0.054 0.021 353.877 2.558 0.011*
Presentation 0.067 0.022 55.435 3.027 .004*
Voice*Presentation −0.031 0.03 353.76 −1.038 0.3

Spillover Word
Voice −0.002 0.02 75.338 0.114 0.91
Presentation 0.008 0.027 81.089 0.316 0.753
Voice*Presentation −0.022 0.038 460.924 −0.577 0.564

Full Sentence
Voice 0.009 0.009 364.523 1.096 0.274
Presentation 0.055 0.014 54.794 3.971 <.001*
Voice*Presentation −0.005 0.017 364.514 −0.302 0.763
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question biases affect reading times and ultimate
comprehension. The goal was to test if propositional
content in preceding comprehension questions
informs readers’ structural expectations and, conse-
quently, their reading patterns and sentence-final
interpretations. This would be evidenced by slower
reading times at the spillover word and lower accu-
racy following preceding questions with transitive
biases compared to intransitive biases, as the latter
may bias the reader toward a correct interpretation
of the sentence (i.e. away from the garden path
misparse).

In addition, a replication of the speedup in reading
times at the pre-critical and critical words across both
bias conditionswould imply that the preceding ques-
tion induces a structurally-superficial strategy that
causes readers to speed up. Alternatively, if transitive
preceding questions, which overlap lexically with the
pre-critical word, lead to faster reading times at the
pre-critical (and critical) word compared to intransi-
tive questions, this would support a lexical priming
account of the question order effect.

Methods

Participants
Data were collected from 48 participants recruited
on Amazon Mechanical Turk following the same cri-
teria as Experiment 1.

Materials and design
The 48 critical trials were modified from the previous
experiment to have both transitive-biased and
intransitive-biased comprehension questions, all in
active voice. Examples (3a) and (3c) show the transi-
tive question bias type while (3b) and (3d) show the
intransitive question bias type for one item. The
same filler questions from Experiment 1 were used
for a total of 112 items, and a Latin-Square design
was used to assign items in the four versions of
question presentation order and bias type into
four lists.

(3a) (Did Anna dress the baby?) While Anna dressed
the baby played in the crib.

(3b) (Did the baby play in the crib?) While Anna
dressed the baby played in the crib.

(3c) While Anna dressed the baby played in the
crib. (Did Anna dress the baby?)

(3d) While Anna dressed the baby played in the
crib. (Did the baby play in the crib?)

Results

Data cleaning
Data were cleaned using the same criteria as in the
first experiment. No participants were excluded
based on question accuracy (all scored greater

Figure 1. Experiment 1 word-by-word mean log-transformed reading times relative to the critical (disambiguating) word
(region 0). Error bars reflect confidence intervals from fitted mixed-effect models.
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than 80% on fillers), and less than 1% of the question
data and less than 1% reading time data were
excluded.

Reading time analyses
Means by condition can be found in the Supplemen-
tal Materials. Models as outlined in Experiment 1
were fitted to log-transformed reading times at the
pre-critical word, critical word, and spillover word,
as well as to log-transformed full sentence reading
times with the same fixed and random effects struc-
tures as the first experiment, except that bias type
replaced question voice. Fixed effects were sum
coded as in Experiment 1 (Preceding =−.5, Follow-
ing = .5; Transitive Bias =−.5, Intransitive Bias = .5),
and again, models were first fit with the maximal
random effects structure, eliminating random
slopes until the model converged. Results are out-
lined in Table 3.

The models revealed main effects of question
order and question bias as well as a significant inter-
action at the pre-critical word, with faster reading
times following preceding questions, especially if
the preceding question was biased towards a transi-
tive interpretation. These effects were also found at
the critical word. At the spillover word, a significant
effect of presentation order was found such that
reading times were faster for sentences after preced-
ing questions, and there was a significant main
effect of bias type but no reliable interaction.

Full sentence analyses revealed a main effect of
presentation order and a non-significant interaction
consistent with faster reading of the target sentence
following preceding transitive-biased questions.
Reading times per word in the sentence are shown
in Figure 2.

Question accuracy analyses
Logistic mixed effects models were fit to the data for
question accuracy as described in Experiment
1. Transitive-biased questions led to higher error
rates than intransitive-biased questions (mirroring
the lingering misinterpretation effect), and

preceding questions led to higher error rates than
questions following the target sentence; however,
the two factors did not interact. The results from
this model can be found in Table 4.

Discussion

Reading time analyses revealed main effects of
question order and bias type and a significant inter-
action at the pre-critical and critical words of target
sentences. As in Experiment 1, preceding questions
led to faster reading times than questions following
the sentence at the pre-critical word and critical
word. The main effect of question order coupled
with the interaction of question order and bias
type at the pre-critical and critical words suggests
a role for both a task-induced speedup and lexical
priming facilitation. We suggest that the observed
patterns are due to a general facilitation at the
pre-critical, critical, and spillover words due to task
effects, plus an additional effect of lexical priming
for the pre-critical and critical words, which further
increases reading speed following intransitive-
biased questions.

While question bias again influenced ultimate
comprehension of the sentence, it did so only as a
main effect, replicating the lingering misinterpreta-
tion effect seen in Experiment 1 and in earlier
work: transitive-biasing questions increased error
rates to the same degree whether following or pre-
ceding the sentence. However, unlike Experiment 1,
we also observed a main effect of question order
such that preceding questions generally led to
lower accuracy. This effect might be due to the
increased variability in the type of comprehension
questions, which in Experiment 1 always targeted
the early regions of the sentence, but in Experiment
2 targeted either the earlier or later regions of the
sentence. This design, together with the working
memory load associated with remembering the
question while reading the sentence, may have
caused more difficulty for participants in Experiment
2. This difference in design could also explain why

Table 2. Exp. 1 accuracy models.
Beta SE z value p value

Experiment Model
Voice −0.151 0.188 −0.8 0.424
Order 0.056 0.244 0.23 0.818
Voice*Order 0.271 0.377 0.718 0.473

Garden-Path Model
Condition −1.607 0.328 −4.896 <.001*
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reading was faster at the spillover word in Exper-
iment 2 but not in Experiment 1: it is possible that
participants extended their task-based strategy
from preceding questions to search the entire sen-
tence for the answer rather than simply the first
part of the sentence. Combined, this suggests that
reading strategies can be superficially impacted by
preceding comprehension questions without
influencing the quality of ultimate representations.

General discussion

In two experiments, we showed that, consistent with
earlier work (Christianson & Luke, 2011), the parser
does not use syntactic or propositional information
from preceding context to facilitate the initial disam-
biguation of temporary ambiguities. This was the
case even when the biasing information was the
exact comprehension question to be answered
later, which suggests direct cuing or priming
cannot improve parsing strategies for dealing with
ambiguous garden-path structures.

Both experiments also revealed that reading times
were superficially modulated by preceding compre-
hension questions such that overlapping content, in
particular,was readmorequickly, andprecedingques-
tions also led to faster reading overall. This is likely due
to a combination of comprehension priming effects
(e.g. Tooley & Traxler, 2010), which facilitate words
that overlap with the question, and a task-based strat-
egy in which participants selectively choose to read
more superficially because preceding questions offer
specific content to be either confirmed or dis-
confirmed in the subsequent sentence.

Although many models of ambiguity resolution
take advantage of contextual cues for eventual dis-
ambiguation, our study highlights that sentence-

level temporary ambiguities lead to some types of
processing difficulty that cannot be modulated by
the preceding context. This shows how engaging
in a transient misparse of a garden-path sentence
can lead to lingering misinterpretations, and
suggests that preceding context likely does not
inform syntactic repair processes. This may be con-
sistent with several processing accounts, as dis-
cussed below.

Under a Good-Enough (GE) processing view,
difficult or ambiguous structures do not always
lead to faithful representations because the goal of
the parser is not to exhaustively optimise structure
from the input but rather to rapidly build represen-
tations that are “good enough” for effective com-
munication (Christianson, 2016; Ferreira et al.,
2002; Karimi & Ferreira, 2016). GE processing
suggests this occurs because processing happens
simultaneously via a slow algorithmic processing
stream and a fast heuristic processing stream. Com-
prehenders engage in shallow processing during
reading because the heuristic stream is faster than
the algorithmic stream, which is not quick enough
to alert the parser to a contradiction between the
global syntax and initial misinterpretation. Shallow
parsing strategies allow readers to misinterpret
garden-path sentences and other types of ambigu-
ities, and in turn make it hard to inhibit these misin-
terpretations later in processing (evidenced by high
error rates) due to the pressure to avoid “disequili-
brium” (Karimi & Ferreira, 2016). A strong version
of GE processing might also suggest that context,
if impacting algorithmic processing, should lead
only to late effects, such as lower response accuracy.
This pattern was not borne out in the current data:
we showed instead that preceding questions
affected reading times within the sentence due to

Table 3. Exp. 2 RT models.
Estimate SE df t value p value

Pre-Critical Word
Bias 0.027 0.015 42.32 1.883 0.067
Presentation 0.073 0.014 46.67 5.294 <.001
Bias*Presentation −0.071 0.02 208.3 −3.534 <.001

Critical Word
Bias 0.033 0.013 46.55 2.52 .015*
Presentation 0.059 0.018 45.63 3.297 .002*
Bias*Presentation −0.097 0.025 210.6 −3.893 <.001*

Spillover Word
Bias 0.033 0.013 206.6 2.51 .012*
Presentation 0.04 0.017 47.71 2.271 .028*
Bias*Presentation 0.032 0.026 206.7 1.226 0.22

Full Sentence
Bias 0.011 0.007 216.4 1.675 0.094
Presentation 0.067 0.01 46.34 6.93 <.001*
Bias*Presentation −0.023 0.013 217.1 −1.755 0.079
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priming / task-based effects, and sometimes led to
decreased response accuracy. This implies that
certain types of biases from preceding questions
may not directly inform either processing stream.
This is contradictory to previous findings suggesting
preceding contexts influence offline representations
(Christianson & Luke, 2011; Grodner et al., 2005
respectively), and we suggest that the difference is
telling about how task instructions influence sub-
sequent reading of text.

An alternative account of lingering misinterpreta-
tions is that they arise due to postinterpretive pro-
cesses (Bader & Meng, 2018) because question
accuracy does not veridically measure the quality
of sentence-final interpretations but rather reveals
artifacts of the memory retrieval process imposed
by metalinguistic tasks. While offline tasks play an
important role in psycholinguistic inquiry (see Fer-
reira & Yang, 2019 for an excellent review), it is
true that comprehension questions may elicit arti-
facts derived from recalling linguistic represen-
tations. This would suggest that the lack of
predicted interaction in the accuracy model is due

to the offline nature of the comprehension ques-
tions, and the main effect of question order on accu-
racy in Experiment 2 is attributed to the extra
working memory burden for the preceding question
condition. Using a task that queries sentence-final
representations without increasing working
memory burden could provide further evidence for
a postinterpretive account where final interpret-
ations do take biases from preceding context into
account while the online retrieval of these represen-
tations is not impacted by the contextual biases.

The current data are therefore consistent with but
not adjudicative between these proposed theories.
As suggested by either account, we show that misre-
presentations happen, may be hard to avoid or
recover from, and that at least in some circum-
stances, readers cannot use contextual information
from preceding questions to inform their parsing
strategies in real-time.

Importantly, while readers did not benefit from
contextual biases, they did seem to benefit from
the lexical overlap of the preceding question and
the target sentence. Content from preceding com-
prehension questions that overlapped with the
target sentence was read relatively faster at the
second presentation. This shows how readers can
use at least some information from the context to
inform their reading strategies. Why then are
readers able to use lexical information but not

Figure 2. Experiment 2 word-by-word mean log-transformed reading times relative to the critical (disambiguating) word
(region 0). Error bars reflect confidence intervals from fitted mixed-effect models.

Table 4. Exp. 2 accuracy model.
Beta SE z value p value

Bias 3.209 0.279 11.507 <.001*
Presentation 0.069 0.289 2.389 0.017
Bias*Presentation 0.593 0.536 1.106 0.269
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syntactic or propositional information to update
their expectations or facilitate processing of sub-
sequent content? One possibility could be that the
transitive structure is already expected, which may
be at the heart of why a garden-path effect is
observed in the first place. Because the transitive
structure is already preferred or expected, a preced-
ing comprehension question may not lead to the
updating of any expectations when reading. This
would suggest that other types of questions could
modulate processing for other types of structures.

This leads to another line of questioning: while
our studies suggest participants are not further hin-
dered by preceding biases towards the initial mis-
parse, it remains unanswered whether other types
of cue or bias towards the correct parse can ease
syntactic repair processes. Preliminary evidence
suggests against this. Other work suggests that
biases and cuing do not lead to a change in syntactic
expectations over the course of an experiment
despite evidence for facilitation after repeated
exposure to said structure (Harrington-Stack et al.,
2018): parsers do not seem to use co-occurring
cues in the input (e.g. contextually novel frequency
distributions, co-occurring semantic categories or
font colour) to avoid or mitigate garden path
effects (Dempsey et al., in press). Future work
might consider what can and cannot ease syntactic
repair, with an eye to how processing facilitation and
exacerbation may trade off, or may lead to ceiling or
floor effects depending on the process under
investigation.

The finding that preceding contexts in the form
of questions do not alter question accuracy or syn-
tactic repair in any meaningful way is also informa-
tive when contrasted with the role of contextual
biases from discourse. The current work differs
from the existing discourse literature in that preced-
ing questions may not be part of the discourse
context per se, but instead explicitly cue readers
towards upcoming input. This makes them more
like task instructions (i.e. “find the right answer”),
as we have suggested above. Studies investigating
the role of task instructions on reading suggest the
type of instruction given to participants can
influence how they allocate attention during
reading (Kaakinen & Hyönä, 2010; Schotter et al.,
2014), and work in sentence processing has shown
that the mere presence of comprehension questions
alters reading patterns by invoking pressure on par-
ticipants to attempt to more deeply process the
material (Dwivedi, 2013; Swets et al., 2008). Our

findings add to this growing body of evidence that
greater allocation of attention towards text, either
as a function of text-based interest (McDaniel
et al., 2000) or as a function of time spent reading/
rereading (Christianson & Luke, 2011; Christianson,
2016), does not necessarily inform successful repair
or more accurate recall. This in turn suggests that
allocation of attention during reading may play a
minimal role in resolving temporary ambiguities.
Further work is needed to better dissociate the
effects of task-instructions from discourse contexts
in experimental settings.

In conclusion, temporary ambiguities cause pro-
cessing difficulty that is likely not modulated by pre-
ceding cues. Our results suggest that effects of
ambiguity linger irrespective of strong contextual
cues and thereby demonstrate the importance of
understanding how ambiguities can affect proces-
sing further downstream.
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